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In the near future river discharges are expected to become more extreme due to climate change.
Both high discharges and low discharges will occur more frequently and become more extreme
(Klijn et al., 2015). While during high discharges bedforms grow and result in increased bed
roughness resulting in higher flood levels. During extreme low discharges bed material may
become immobile. Remaining bedforms are obstacles for waterborne transport, reducing the
maximum load each vessel can transport.
Current dune models can describe the growth of the dunes and representative bedform related
roughness under high flows and flood waves (Paarlberg et al., 2009). Also steps have been made
to implement the processes leading to upper stage plane bed by adding suspended load transport
(Naqshband et al., 2016). However, a model resolving the dune evolution though a full flood wave,
including a falling stage towards extreme low flows with partly immobile bed, are not available yet.
The evolution of dunes during the falling stage of a flood wave, towards extremely low discharges,
is not well understood and therefore cannot be properly predicted. Predictions of dune heights
during periods of extreme low discharge can help fairway managers to maintain sufficient depth.
To obtain this understanding first a fast dataset of bed level measurements, made by COVADEM
on the Rhine river, will be analyzed with special focus on the growth and decrease of bedforms.
This analysis will produce a set of parameters, valid for circumstances where immobile bed can
occur and will lead to immobile bedforms. This new understanding of bedform development will
be combined with the current knowledge on bedform development into an integrated model
which can predict dune development from lower stage immobile dunes or flat-bed toward upper
stage flat bed and vice versa.
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